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Please check the appropriate area for which you are nominating the employee and provide specific details of the accomplishments that you 

would like recognized.  These activities must have occurred within the last 60 days.

Describe the employee's accomplishments/contributions that were above and beyond the normal duties expected of the position.  Please 

include as much specific information as possible.

Explain how the employee provided outstanding service to either internal or external customers (i.e. served as a role model, contributed to a 

positive work envirnoment, enhanced the reputation of the agency, upheld the mission of the agency, worked collboratively on a project, etc.)

Main Street Corner prides itself on employing individuals working in the Work Release Program from our local Correctional Facilities.  We were 

fortunate enough to assist an individual from the Facility for an extended period of time and from the start, this person was hardworking, 

thorough and driven to do a great job every day for Cassie.  No job was too big big or not important enough for this person to always give 

110%,  Cassie saw real promise in this person and worked with them to enhance their skills and encourage them to work hard so that they 

would be ready to start over when released from the program.  Through Cassie's diligent and unwavering coaching, this person was 

successfully released from the Work Release Program and allowed to look for employment outside the program to establish themselves once 

fully released.  This individual made sure to let us know how grateful they were for the opportunity to work at the store and for all they learned.  

This person was quoted in a letter she wrote to Cassie and her Director that said "What CA does for everyone is defintely above and beyond 

and changes people's lives in so many ways.  Cassie and CA made me feel like I was needed, important and that I truly mattered".

Describe the employee's recent achievement(s) that have positively impacted their work group/department or the agency overall (i.e., 

exhibited innovation which had a positive impact on agency priorities/mission, contributed to exceeding goals and outcomes, promoted cost-

conscious or cost-cutting measures, etc.). 

In July, Cassie was faced with the challenge of getting the store ready for the rebranding and grand reopening and had very little time to do 

so.  She worked very collaboratively with her leadership and store employees to come up with a plan that could get the store cleaned, 

reorganized and ready to reopen.  This proved to give her many problems to solve; from getting dumpsters to clean out many of the areas of 

the store that had been neglected to ensuring that she had staff to get the job done to still maintaining some store hours to allow our 

customers to continue to shop.  Happily in Septemberm Cassie was able to do a grand reopening and renaming of the store which included 

a ribbon cutting with the Mayor of Albion and a huge sale that proved to be very successful.  Cassie has gotten so many positive comments 

about the store and all the improvements which is a testiment to her dedication and good leadership of her store team!
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